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$1. IXI-RODUCTION 
LET p be an odd prime, and let IF, be the field of p elements. This paper studies the mod 
p cohomology of r = SL(n, H). Our main result implies roughly that in almost every 
dimension, the mod p cohomology of SL(p - I, Z) grows faster than exponentially as 
a function of p. 
The stable mod p cohomology-that is, H’(SL(n, Z); [F,) for n >> i-contains the algebra 
generated by Chcrn classes and the Euler class [9]. together with the reductions mod p of 
the stable classes tudied by Borcl [S]. Little more is known in general, though progress has 
been made for certain values of i [2] [14]. At the other end of the spectrum, for i greater 
than the virtual cohomological dimension of l- (=vcd r), H’(T; M) is isomorphic to the 
Farrell cohomology fj’(C M) for any cocfficicnt module M. In principle, the Farrell 
cohomology is casicr to compute than the ordinary cohomology, as for example in [4]. 
The prcscnt paper is primarily dcvotcd to the cohomology in the range of dimensions 
bctwccn these two extrcmcs. This should bc important by analogy with what happens for 
automorphic forms associated to l- and its congrucncc subgroups, where the complex 
cohomology bccomcs cspccially interesting in dimensions clustered around f vcd r. 
Another reason for studying the mod p cohomology is its close relationship with the 
topological space B of lattices in R” which possess an automorphism of order p. B is 
interesting in its own right, since one can study its Voronoi reduction theory (generalizing 
[ 15)) and related sphere-packing problems. 
For the rest of this introduction, all cohomology groups have coefficients in the trivial 
module IF,. Let N = fn(n + I) - I be the dimension of the symmetric space X associated to 
SL(n, R). Our main theorem is that for n = p - 1, and f(p - I) < i < N - 1 - f(p - I), the 
canonical map 
H’(r) a P- * -i(r) -+ i?(r) B iiN-+’ 
is a supersemijection (the dimension of the image is 2 one half the dimension of the target 
space). In other words, 
dim(H’(r) $ HN-‘-‘(r)) 2 fdim(s’(r)@ i?‘-‘-‘(r)) 
in that range of i. Since N * fp*, this range of i’s is rather wide. The right hand side of the 
formula is very large (see (*) below in this introduction). 
We now summarize the contents of the individual sections. The basic idea of this paper 
is to compare the cohomology of r, the r-equivariant cohomology of B. and the Farrell 
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cohomology of f. The comparison of the latter two occupies sections 2 and 4, and works for 
general n. The result is stated as Theorem 4.1; it gives an isomorphism H:(B) z f?‘(T) for 
i > d. where d = dim B. (For example, if n = p - 1, then d = )(p - 3) is much smaller 
than n.) Section 3 is technical; we construct a neighborhood T of B such that B is a r- 
equivariant deformation retract of T and X - T is a I-equivariant deformation retract of 
X - B. The methods here are general applications of facts about equivariant triangulations. 
In section 5 we derive our main theorem (5.5). using basic algebraic topology of manifolds 
(or more precisely, of Y-manifolds); the extremely small dimension of B relative to X plays 
a crucial role. 
The results of section 5 are stated only for n = p - 1. Our methods can be generalized to 
larger n, but there is a difficulty in that if n > p - 1, then B is not closed in the Borel-Serre 
bordification of X. The difficulty can be overcome by carefully considering how the closure 
of B meets the Borel-Serre boundary. We hope to do this in a later paper. 
For n < 2p - 3. the mod p Farrell cohomology of GL(n, Z) was computed in [4]. In 
(6.1)-(6.2) we modify this calculation to find the mod p Farrell cohomology of SL(p - 1, h) 
(we need SL to make our quotient spaces r\X orientable). As a result, we can state the 
following corollary (6.4). giving an explicit lower bound on the mod p Betti numbers for 
SL(p - 1, Z): for f(p - 1) G i G N - 1 - f(p - 1). dim(ff’(f) @ HN- * -‘(r)) is 2 a quant- 





for large p. 
It is easy to see that the contribution of the Chcrn, Euler and Bore1 classes to the 
M-hand side of the preceding formula is minuscule in comparison to the right-hand side. 
We cxpcct our methods would work in studying the mod p cohomology of other 
arithmetic groups. 
$2. FIXED POINT SETS OF Z/p2 ACTING ON SYMMETRIC SPACFS 
2.1. Fix an odd prime p and an integer n > p - 1. Set r = SL(n, Z). I- acts on the right 
on I’, the linear space of n-dimensional row vectors, so it acts on the left on the symmetric 
space X = {positive-definite symmetric real n x n matrices}/homotheties. We can view 
X as an open subset of the projective space PN on Sym2( V(R)*), where l denotes linear dual 
and N = fn(n + 1) - 1. 
2.2. LEMMA. Let C be a finite subgroup of I- and let F(C) be the fixed points of C 
in X. Then F(C) is the intersection of a lineur subspace H C_ PN with X, with 
dim H = dim F(C) = dim{fi?ted points of C in Sym*( V(W)*)} - 1. 
ProoJ The fixed points of C in Sym*(V(R)*) form a real sub-vector space which 
projects to H in PN. There exists some fixed point of C in X because we can average any 
C-orbit of positive-definite matrices. Then dim H = dim F(C) because X is open in PN. 1 
2.3. Define d(C) = dim F(C). 
LEMMA. Let C c r be a cyclic group of order p, and let m = dime V(C)‘. Then there is 
a non-negative integer k such that n = k(p - 1) + m and 
d(C) = fk*(p - 1) + fm(m + I) - 1. 
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Proof We compute d(C) by looking for the I-eigenspace on Sym’( V(C)*) of a genet- 
ator ~EC. Since y is defined over H, its eigenvalues on V(C)* must be stable under the 
automorphisms of C. Hence, if c = exp(2rri/p), the list of eigenvalues consists of k copies of 
(i. (2, . . . , p- 1 ), and m 1’s. Then in Sym’( V(C)*) we get an eigenvalue 1 in two possible 
ways: 
(1) pair a 1 with a 1. in )m(m + 1) possible ways; 
(2) pair a Cj with a i-i there being k(p - 1) ways to choose the ii and k ways to choose 
a corresponding i-j, times 4. (j # -j since 2yp.) I 
COROLLARY. If n = p - 1, d(C) = &$ for all subgroups C c I- of order p. 
Proof Since C contains an element # 1, m < dime V(C) = p - 1. This forces the set of 
eigenvalues to be exactly (i, . . . , Cp- ‘}. So k = 1, m = 0. I 
2.4. Let K denote a conjugacy class of finite subgroups in f. Define B(K) to be the union 
of the F(C), CEK. Clearly f acts on B(K). 
LEMMA. B(k) is a locally finite union of the flats F(C) (VCE~) and I- acts properly 
discontinuously on it. 
Proof The second statcmcnt holds because f acts properly discontinuously on X. To 
prove the first statcmcnt. choose XE B(k) and construct a neighborhood U of x in X such 
that .Y= {y~flUny-C/ # a} is tinitc. If a flat F(C) meets U. then C hxcs the points 
F(C)n U, hcncc C % 9’. So for at most finitely many C can F(C) meet U. I 
Remark. It follows that B(k) is closed in X. 
2.5. For the rest of the paper WC will let K be a conjugacy class of subgroups off of order 
p, and WC will often take n < 2p - 3. We now collect some information about these casts. 
LEMMA. Let n < 2p - 3. Then the only p-subgroups of r are cyclic of order p. There are 
only afinite number of conjugacy classes of them. If C and D are non-conjugate subyroups of 
order p in r, then F(C) n F(D) = 0. 
Proof All of this is standard except the last assertion. Suppose XE F(C) n F(D). Then 
C and D are contained in the stabilizer of x in I-, which is a finite group. Thus C and D are 
p-Sylow subgroups in the same finite group, hence conjugate. I 
For any n let K be the set of conjugacy classes of subgroups of order p in f and let B be 
the set of all points in X fixed by some element of order p in I-. 
COROLLARY. Suppose n < 2p - 3. Then B is the disjoint union of B(k), KE K, and is 
a locally finite union offiat submarufolds in X. 
2.6. Remark. If n = p - 1, then B is contained in the well-rounded retract W c X 
(see [3]-but note that in [3], what we are calling W was denoted by X). To see this, note 
that if a quadratic form 0 is fixed by an element YE I- of order p, then y acts on the set of its 
minimal non-zero integer vectors. Since y has no eigenvalue f 1 by the methods of (2.3) it 
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fixes no minimal vector, meaning 0 has at least p minimal vectors. These must span Iwp-’ 
(since W- ’ possesses no proper y-invariant subspace defined over Q); so 8 is well-rounded. 
r\B is therefore compact when n = p - I, since r\B is a closed subset of the compact 
set r\W. In particular, B is closed in the Borel-Serre bordification X of X and does not 
meet the boundary of X. These ideas are discussed more in (5.2). 
53. TOPOLOGICAL PRELISIINARIES 
Throughout this section. the notation X, B, r, N = dimX. etc. is as in Section 2. 
3.1. PROPOSITION There is a r-eclui~ariant trianyulation of X for which B is a fit11 
subcomplex. 
Proof: Let I’ c f be a torsion-free normal subgroup of finite index. The finite group 
I/r’ acts smoothly on the smooth manifold r’\X. so by [I I] there is a r/T’-equivariant 
triangulation of ryx. Since X + r’\X is a covering map, this lifts to a I-equivariant 
triangulation .r of X. 
B need not be a subcomplex of .F. But WC claim B is a subcomplex of .7’, the first 
baryccntric subdivision of ‘1 .I-. To set this. choose .KE B and let OE.~’ bc a simplex 
containing x in its interior. Let 7 be an elomcnt of order p fixing x. Then y must fix d sctwise 
bccausc of the cquivariancc. Rut an clcmcnt of I fixes an clcmcnt of .F-’ setwisc if and only if 
it fixes it pointwisc. So (T and all its facts arc in B. 
Replacing .r’ by the second baryccntric subdivision Y’” guarantees B will be full. [ 
3.2. PROPOSITION. There is a doscvl IIcigllhorhood T of B in X such thut T strongly 
def~~rrnution-rrtrll~.t.s onto .!I 14rd X - U stronyly d~~)rrntrtion-retruc.ts onto X - To (To = in- 
terior of T). The retractions trre I--eyukariunt. Both T and X - To ure N-dimen.sionul 
munifdds with bountlury, mcl the boundtrry of euch is 3T. I 
Proofi Take a triangulation 9 of X having B 3s a full subcomplcx. as in (3.1). Take the 
second barycentric subdivision 5’” of Y’, and define 
T= u {5/a~F”, 5 meets Bj 
where Z is the union of the open simplex B and all its faces. It is well known that T is 
a regular neighborhood of B in X: that is, T is a closed neighborhood of B which strongly 
deformation-retracts onto B, and T is an N-dimensional manifold with boundary [lo, 
pp. 4264,891. It follows that JT is a manifold [IO, p. 271. To see that X - To is a manifold 
with boundary dT, use [IO. p. 373. 
To show that the retraction T-+ B is r-equivarient, we mildly generalize [lo]. Take the 
set ,I’ of (open) simplices of Y’ whose closures meet B. For r E J’ with dim r = 1, it is shown 
in [IO, pp. 55-561 that 5 n T is a convex cell which retracts onto Sn Tn (( I- I)-skeleton of 
Y’). Now partition ,t. into r-orbits {r, , , T, 2, . . . 1, { r2,, ~~~~ . . .}, . . . in order of decreas- 
ing dimension; that is, dim Si/ = li indcpcndently of j. and we have li 2 I,+, for all i. The 
equivariant retraction goes as follows: for i = I, 2, . . . , simultaneously retract away 
Tn(fii, u ii2 u. . .) onto the (li - I)-skeleton in a r-equivariant way. There are two things 
to check to see that this is well-dcfincd. First, if T and r’ are two distinct simplices (of 
dimension 1) in the same orbit, then the retractions of in T and i’ n Tare compatible on 
(ini’)n T. for the simple reason that Tn(( 1 - I)-skeleton of Y’) is being left fixed 
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throughout the whole retraction. Second, if r = 7’ T setwise for r E ,I’ and y E r, then 7 fixes 
r pointwise since r is in the first barycentric subdivision; in other words, if I-, is the setwise 
stabilizer of r, then rf acts trivially on r, and the retraction of fn T is trivially r,- 
equivariant. 
The retraction X - B + X - T is performed similarly. For each simplex Q of the first 
barycentric subdivision of B, let c(u) be the closure of Tn (r E 3’1 f meets the interior of 6). 
Fix an enumeration of the o’s in order of decreasing dimension, and take the corresponding 
enumeration L’~, L’~. . . . , L’k Of the lJ(a)‘S. ci retracts OntO Ci n (STU Vi+ 1 U . . . LJ CC). AS ill 
the preceding paragraph. we can make the retraction equivariant by retracting away whole 
r-orbits simultaneously. I 
Remark. For both T and X - To there are collarings of the boundary [IO, p. 363. They 
can be made r-equivariant by the methods of the preceding proof. 
3.3. We recall the definition of a V-mango/d [12]. Let Z be a Hausdorff space. A local 
untj3miziny system for an open set U c Z is a triple (fi, G, cp) where C? is a connected open 
subset of R”, G is a finite group of linear transformations 6 -+ v’ such that the set of all fixed 
points of G is of dimension < n - 2, and cp: fi + ZJ is a continuous map commuting with 
G and inducing a homcomorphism C\c + II. Z is a V-manijidd of dimension n if it has 
a basis of open sets U such that each U has a local uniformizing system and the systems 
patch togcthcr (that is, when U and U’ overlap, there is a homcomorphism bctwccn the 
appropriate picccs of v’, fi’ commuting with the groups and the cp’s). A V-manifold is 
orientabk if WC can assign orientations to all the v’ in such a way that they arc prcscrvcd by 
ail the patchings. The standard cxamplc: r\X is an oricntablc V-manifold of dimension N. 
The notion of V-mhji~kf wirh boundary of dimension n is dciincd similarly, by allowing 
v’ to be cithcr a conncctcd open set in aB” or a conncctcd open set in a closed half-space. The 
hourdury of a V-manifold with boundary is well-dcfincd (since a V-manifold itself has 
singularities only of codimension 2 2); the boundary is a V-manifold of dimension n - I. 
The boundary is oricntablc if the interior is. 
A p-mani/ihl Z of dimension n is a V-manifold in which V.KE Z, ff*(Z, Z - .r; ff,) 
vanishes except in dimension n, where it has dimension I. This is the case whenever (Vx E Z) 
the isotropy group G, associated to x has finite order prime to p, A p-manijold with 
boundary is a V-manifold with boundary for which both the interior and the boundary are 
p-manifolds. 
3.4. PROPOSITION. r\(X - To) is an orientable p-maniJoM with boundary. 
Prooj: To, ZT, and X - Tare all preserved by r. Since r acts properly discontinuously 
and with at most a finite stabilizer at any point, it is easy to show that T\(X - To) 
canonically inherits the structure of a V-manifold with boundary (compare [l2, end of$2]). 
The quotient is oricntablc (and has orientable boundary), because SL(n, Iw) preserves the 
orientation on X and thcrcforc r does too. 
By the definition of E. the order of the stabilizer in r of any point of X - B(and hence of 
X - To) is not divisible by p. I 
3.5. Remark. In general. B has several connected components, as shown in (2.5). Twill 
fall into connected components in the corresponding way. 
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pj. COMPARISON OF COHOMOLOGY 
In this section we prove that the p-primary part of the T-equivariant cohomology of B is 
naturally isomorphic to the p-primary part of the Farrell cohomology of r in degrees above 
d = dimB. As pointed out to us by the referee, this is actually a general result, and we will 
state and prove it in general. 
In this section only, let I- be any group with vcd I- < co. Using the terminology of [S]. let 
X be a finite dimensional, contractible, admissible, proper r-complex. Let B c X be the set 
of points in X which are fixed by some element of order p in I-. Let M be any Zr-module 
used as coefficients for cohomology. We will suppress M in the notation. fi denotes the 
Farrell cohomology theory [S. ch. X]. 
4.1. THEOREM. Ct’e have cz commzztatiue triangle of natural mczps 
f&x),,, 2 f?(r),,, 





Moreozw. $ is (III isomorplziswz jiw i > d = dim B crud un t~pinzorphism for i = d. 
In the theorem, the subscript r dcnotcs equivariant cohomology. the subscript (p) 
dcnotcs p-primary part, cp is the natural map dcfincd in [g, Chapter X]. and J/ is described 
in the course of the proof. 
Rtwztrrk.s. (I) If M is the trivial module IF,,. one can show I/I is actually an isomorphism in 
dcgrcc d and a monomorphism in dcgrce (1 - I. 
(2) The hypotheses concerning I-, X and U are satisfied by f = SL(n, Z) and by X and 
B as dcfincd in section 2. The necessary triangulations (which will be used during the proof) 
were constructed in (3. I). 
4.2. Proof of Tlworem 4.1. Imilating the top of p. 292 in [S], WC have 
H*(r),,, =: &w,,, (because X is contractible) 
=r Ijf(B),,, (by Prop. V11.10.1 of [S] modified for p-primary parts). 
WC let II/ be the composition of the natural map atP,: H,+(B),,,- f;,+(E),,,, with these 
isomorphisms. Since the natural map from ordinary to Farrell cohomology commutes with 
restriction, the triangle commutes. 
It remains to show that z is an isomorphism in degrees > d and an epimorphism in 
dcgrec d. Since WC have a triangulation of X having B as a full subcomplex (3.1), we may 
compute H:(B) from the spectral scqucnce whose E,-term is 
f rf.* = @ fry-,) = ff;+b(s) 
aart# 
where I&, is a set of rcprcscntativcs modulo I- of the h-dimensional ceils of B and I-# is the 
stabilizer of 0 in r. Thcrc is a similar spectral sequence 
F I;.* = @ fly-,) =. H;+~(B) 
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and a natural map Et + i, compatible with the natural map a: H?(B) - G?(B) on the 
abutments. The assertion about x now follows immediately from a comparison of the two 
spectral sequences, which are isomorphic for u 3 1 (since r, is always a finite group). I 
95. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Note. Throughout the rest of the paper, all cohomology groups have coefficients in the 
trivial module 6,. From (5.2) on, n = p - 1. 
5.1. We have a Mayer-Vietoris sequence in r-equivariant cohomology: 
. . . 4 Hi(X) 4 H:(X - 7-q $ Hi(T) -* H:(d7-) + . . . 
VI 
The maps ql. r) are natural restriction maps. 
LEMMA. When i < N - d - 1.1, and q are isomorphisms. 
Ptooj We prove this first for 11,. It suffices to show that 
n,(X x El-,(X - B) x ET) = 0 for i c N - d. (51.1) 
r r 
For then the Hurewicz theorem gives W(x xr m) r H’((x - B) xr Er) for 
i<N-d-l, meaning by definition H:(X) z H:(X - B) for these i. 
Hi(X - B) = H:(X - To) because X - B retracts to X - To in a r-equivariant way (3.2). 
We now prove (5.1.1). Choose <EII,(X xr El-, (X - B) xr Er), and write it as a map 
t:(f’.af’)+(X x,Er,(X - B) xr El-). Since X x ET + X xr ET is a covering map and 
I’ is contractible, we can choose a lifting fof C: 
xx ET 
4 c’ 
F-+x x Er 
c r 
By a dimension count, we can deform fin the X-coordinates (leaving the ET-coordinates 
fixed) until its image lies entirely in X - B, and in such a way that &?I’) never meets 
B during the deformation. Project the deformation downstairs. This proves (5.1.1). 
The result for r) follows from that for r), by excision of X - T. (The excision can be made 
rigorous using the collaring (3.2) of the boundary of X - To.) I 
5.2. Up until now, most of our results have held for r = SL(n, Z), n 3 p - 1. We now 
(and for the rest of the paper) specialize to the case n = p - 1. 
Recall that Bore1 and Serre [63 have constructed a bordification X of X which is 
a manifold with corners. Using the notation of [6], 
k = XLl Jj f!(P), 
P 
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where P runs over the non-trivial parabolic subgroups of SL(n, a). The e(P) are called 
boundary components. r acts properly discontinuously on x, with at most a finite stabilizer 
at any point; for any torsion-free r’ c r of finite index, r’\J? is a compact manifold with 
corners. It follows that r\% is an orientable Y-manifold with boundary. r preserves the 
decomposition of x into boundary components, and we call the r\e(P) the boundary 
components of r\X 
PROPOSITION. For n = p - 1, there is a neighborhood of ar? ( = 2 - X) which does not 
meet T. 
Proofi As shown in (2.6). B is contained in the well-rounded retract and hence is 
bounded away from a%. So T is also bounded away from i3r?. I 
Remark. For n > p - 1, this proposition is false, as we mentioned in the introduction. In 
a later paper we hope to consider the cases p < n < 2p - 3. Here T does meet 8x. and an 
understanding of dTn df would yield information concerning the cohomology of r. 
In (5.5) we will need the next 
LEMMA. r\(i?f) is a p-muni/old. 
Proof If g E f stabilizes a point of the boundary component e(P). then y E P, and so 
y t’ixcs a non-trivial flag of subspaces {0) E Q, E . . . EQ~ECP’-‘, k 2 I. If y has order p. 
then its restriction to each subquoticnt Q,, Qr/Q,. . . . , CPP-*IQ, must have order p or 1. 
The former is always impossible by an cigcnvaluc argument like that in (2.3). since each 
subquoticnt has dimension c p - I. So .(I restricts to the identity on each subquoticnt, and 
a straightforward matrix computation then shows y cannot have order p. I 
5.3. We will need a version of Lefschetz duality. 
LEMMA. Let M be a compact orirntuble N-dimensional p-manifold with boundary. Then 
we have a perfect puiring 
H’(M, dM) x HN-‘(M) -+ IF, 
induced from the cup product. 
Prooj It is easy to check that for any XE M there is a perfect pairing 
H’(U, au; IF,) x H,N_‘(U; IF,) + IF, 
induced from the cup product, where U is a contractible open neighborhood of x, 
diJ = U n dM. and H,? is cohomology with compact support. A standard Mayer-Vietoris 
patching argument (see, for example, [7, pp. 45-461 or [12, $46-93) gives the general 
result. I 
5.4. Definition: Let A, B be vector spaces, with E of finite even dimension. We say 
a linear map/: A -* B is a semijection if rank / = $dim B. We say/is a supersemijection if 
rank f 2 $dim B. 
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PROPCIS~~ION. Let Y be any compact orientable p-manifold with boundary of dimension N. 
For each i, let to%: H’(Y) + H’(ZY) denote the natural restriction, 
(a) For any i, 0 G i < N, 
is a semijection. 
(b) Consider any decomposition H’(dY) = V, @ . . . @ V,, HN-’ -‘(zy) = 
W,@.. . @ W, where the pairing of (5.3) is perfect on Vj x Wj and is identically zero on 
Vj x WY, for all 1 < j # j' < q. Then the composition 
Hi(y)@H,N-l-i(y) re’rdrcsnd’-~ Hi(ay)BHN_l_i(zy) ~roJcc”on, 
vj@ wj 
is a supersemijection. 
Proof. Consider the diagram 
. . . + H’(Y) 
TCS, 
- H’(dY) -H’+‘(Y,dY) -+ . . . 
X 
. . . 6 HN-‘( Y, aY)- HN-“‘(8Y) +=‘-’ H”-:-i(Y) + . . . 
1 1 1 
[FlJ IF, IFP 
where the outer vertical pairings arc those of (5.3) and the middle one is Poincari duality 
mod p on the p-manifold 3Y. It is easy to check that every square “commutes”: if some 
square is 
ALB 
then VUE A, Vde D,/(a)*d = o-g(d). A diagram chase shows that (im resi)’ = im resN_, _,, 
where im denotes image and ( )’ is with respect o the pairing. Part (a) follows immediately. 
TO prove (b), let r/ be resi composed with the projection H’(dY)+ Vi. and let r; be 
resN_ I _, composed with the projection HN-‘-‘(dY)+ W, (1 ,< j < q). We claim 
(imrj)ll C imr). where for A E V,, A”= {WE W,IVUEA, u*w = 0). To see this, 
choose wE(im r,)” (in particular, WE W,). Extend w by 0 to a vector 
G= ( . . . r0,w.O.. . .)EH N-1 -‘(a Y). For all DE H’( Y), r,(u)* w = 0. Since G is the extension 
by 0. rj(U) * w = resi(u) * 3 trivially. So 3 E (im resi)‘. By the proof of part (a), KJ E im resN _ , _ ,, 
Again, since G is w extended by 0, this means w E im r;. This proves the claim; part (b) follows 
immediately. I 
5.5. We can now prove our main theorem. 
THEOREM. Let p be an odd prime. Let I- = SL(p - 1, Z). Let N = tp(p - 1) - 1 as in 
(2. I), and let d = )(p - 3) as in (2.3). Then for any i with d + 1 Q i < N - d - 2, the canonical 
map 
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is a supersemijection. Hence 
dim(H’(T; IF,) $ HNS1-‘(C [F,)) 2 idim(l?‘(R IF,) @ fi7N-1-i(I’; F,)) 
for these i. 
Proof: In (5.1) we considered the Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
t’ 
. . . -H:(X)fH:(X 
6' 
and proved that vi is an isomorphism for the i considered in the theorem. In particular, 
idim(H:(T)$ H[-l-‘(T)) = fdim(H:(aT)Q HF-‘-‘(8T)) 
and we call this quantity c. Because T retracts to B in a r-equivariant way, we deduce from 
(4.1) that r* can be identified with the canonical map from regular to Farrell cohomology 
and that 
c = fdim(fi’(r) $ iN-i-‘(r)). 
LEMMA. 0’ @ ON- ’ -’ is a supersemijection. 
Proof: First, note that H:(X - To)= H'(r\(X - To)) and H[(dT)= H'(r\dT), 
because r acts on X - To and on dT with finite stabilizers whose orders are prime to p. 
Second, let Y = T\(X - To). By Proposition 5.2, d Y is the disjoint union of r\(JX) and 
r\aT. Lemma 5.2 says that r\(JX) is a p-manifold, and it follows easily that Y is 
a p-manifold with boundary. Then Proposition 5.4b implies that 
H’(Y)@ HN-l-‘(Y) -+ H’(l-\dT)@ HN-‘-‘(r\dT) 
is a supersemijection. 
Finally, each boundary component e(P) of X has a collared neighborhood in ,?; the 
collaring is I--equivariant, since it comes from the geodesic action and the latter commutes 
with r (see [6, §S]). We can remove the boundary components of r\X one by one in order 
of increasing dimension, and because of the equivariant collaring we see that the 
ff,,-cohomology of the space does not change during this process. We conclude that 
H’(I-\(X - To)) @ H N-l-‘(l-\(X - To))-+ H’(r\dT)@ HN-‘-‘(I-\dT) (5.5.1) 
is a supersemijection. But this map is just 0’ @ ON- I-‘. I 
We continue the main proof. Let Wi = (q’)- ’ (im 0’) ( recall that q’ is an isomorphism). 
Let WI be a subspace of H:(X - To) which 0’ maps isomorphically onto im 0’. Let 
W’ = {a Q be H:(X - To) @ H:(T) 1 aE WL. be Wf,. O’(a) + q’(b) = 0). 
Clearly W’ z WA z W: via maps induced from 8 and q. In particular, the projection map 
pr’;: W’ + Wi given by a @ bt+ b is an isomorphism. Also, 
dim(Wi@ W,“-‘-‘) = rank(@gI-‘) 
>c by (5.5.1). (5.5.2) 
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Clearly ker(8’ @vi) 3 ct”, so im(i,‘) 2 I+“. Thus im(pr$ 2 E.‘) 1 pr’,( w) = I#‘;. But 
pri 0 ii is just ri, identified with the canonical map from regular to Farrell cohomology as 
above. So 
rank(r’ 0 rN-l -i ) 2 dim(CC:@ I+‘:-‘-‘) 
= dim( bt: @ t1’:-‘-‘) 
>c by (55.2) 
which is the desired result. 
$6. LOWER BOUNDS FOR p-BE-i-T1 SChfBERS OF SL( p - 1. Z) 
f(F) 
Notation. Throughout this section,j(p) u y(p) means lim - = I. 
p-r Y(P) 
6.1. The Farrell cohomology of GL(p - I, Z) with coefficients in 5, was computed 
in [4]. The result may be stated as follows: 
Let L be the cyclotomic extension of Q generated by a primitive p-th root of unity, and 
Cl the ideal class group of L. For any ~ECI, let s(x) denote the order of the stabilizer of x in 
9 = Gal(L/Q). Let CY(.v, h. c) denote an IF,,-vector space whose dimension is the number of 
subsets I E 12.4, . . . , p - 3) with c elements such that s(.lr) divides (1”*/+ Ci).with 
1. . .J denoting the greatest integer function. For any TV X, choose%Ei 
(mod 2p - 2) and T > f(p - I)(p - 2) = vcd(GL(p - I, Z)). Then for all 
J i6I / 
such that T z t 
CEZ, 
fi’(GL(p - I, Z); IF,) 1 @ @ W(x, h, 4. 
‘(t <‘I/!4 h t f - 7 
6.2. The computation of (6.1) can be adapted as follows for the Farrell cohomology of 
I- = SL(p - I. Z). We start with Theorem X.7.4 in [S], which asserts that fi(r; IF,,) is the 
direct sum over KE K of fi(N(C,); IF,), where C, is a representative of the conjugacy class 
K of subgroups of T of order p, and N(C,) is its normalizer in T. 
For GL(p - I, Z), these conjugacy classes are in one to one correspondence with 
Y-orbits in Cl. If x represents one of these Y-orbits, and C’, is a representative subgroup of 
order p in the corresponding conjugacy class. NoLtP _ t. r,(C,) 2 Stab&)c= 0 ‘, where 0 is 
the ring of integers in L [4, Thm. 21. The right hand side is viewed as a subgroup of 
GL(p - I. Z) through its action on 0. Since the norm of any element in 6” from L to Q is 
positive, the elements of (? ’ all lie in I-. An element in 3 lies in T if and only if it acts as an 
even permutation on the first p - I powers of a primitive p-th root of I, hence if and only if 
it lies in the subgroup B0 of order 2 in 8. 
If two subgroups C, D of T of order p are conjugate in GL(p - I, Z), they are already 
conjugate in T if and only if NoLlp_ ,,r,(C) contains an element of determinant - I. Thus if 
IECI and A+) is the corresponding conjugacy class for GL(p - I, Z), K(S) will break up 
into two I--conjugacy classes if and only if Stab7(.r) c <Go. Thus the first direct sum in the 
answer will range over Cl/%,. 
The next step is to compute the Farrell cohomology of Nr(C,) 2 StabYq,,(.y)P<OX. We 
simply obtain the Stab!qO(.v)-invariant elements of i(C’; IF,), as opposed to the Stab&)- 
invariant elements as computed in Theorem 5 of [43. In sum, we get the following. 
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THEOREM. For any XECI, let s,,(x) denote the order of the stabilizer of x in 9,. Let 
W&, b, c) denote an BP-vector space whose dimension is the number of subsets 
I G 12.4. . . . , p - 3) with c elements such that so(x) divides ([y] + zi). Foranytgh, 
choose TE Z such that T E I (mod 2p - 2) T > i( p - l)(p - 2). Then for all I E Z, 
6.3. According to Theorem 6.2, we want to find a lower bound for 
dim fi’(C IF,,) = 
c 
x E Cl. ‘I,, h + c = T 
lc_{2,4 ,...( p-3),lll=c, so(.x)i (z i + Ly])} 63.1) 
where the notation is as in the theorem. Since b = T - c and T = t + (2p - 2)k for some k. 
wehave[y]=Lf-I+ ‘1 + (p - 1)k. But for all x. s&) divides lYOl = )(p - 1) and 
hence divides p - 1. So (6.3.1) becomes 




I !~{2,4 ,..., p-3).lll=c, 
.K E Cl/l,, c = 0 
.s&)~(;i+[+f+ ‘J)} 
= lc {2,4,...,p- 3~,.s”(,~)l(~i+l’-‘:“‘J)i. (6.3.2) 
Note that this formula is periodic in I with period p - I, since so(x) is always a divisor of P-1 l-l P-1 2 =-. 2 
We now find a simple lower bound on (6.3.2). First, ICI/ = h = h, ah_, where h, is 
a positive integer and 
h_ u p’P- I)/* 
2 
by [16, p. 441. So ICl/‘goI is >, a quantity asymptotic to -* 
p-l p 
‘p - ’ jiJ. Second, since 
s 0 (x) p - ’ 2 for any x, each summand in (6.3.2) is bounded below by 
/(p,r)= # I 1~{2,4 ,..., ~-31,s II 
where s = i(p - I). WC conclude that for any given CEZ, dim fi’(R IF,) is bigger than 




P (P - 1 b/4 ./( p, t). 
6.4. We now use (6.3.3) to bound the p-Betti numbers of r. 
(6.3.3) 
PROPOSITION. f(p, r) - 1)/2 uniformly in t as p + co. 
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COROLLARY. With notation as in (5.5). andfor any i, d + 1 < i < N - d - 2, we hate that 






The proof of the proposition occupies (6.5)-(6.6). 
6.5. For any integer a 2 1 and integer c, 0 < c 6 a - 1. let N,.,(k) be the number of 
ways to choose a subset I c ( 1.2.3. . . . , TV- I)withIII=csuchthat xirk(moda). 
iel 
LEMMA. N,.,(k) is asymptotic to ; as a + x, uniformly in k and c. More 
precisely. for any E > 0 there is an S such t.hatJb; any c with 2 < c < a - 3, for an_v k, and for 
any a 2 S, 
Remarks. (1) This is false for c = 0, I, a - 2 or a - 1 for trivial reasons. 
(2) The whole problem is symmetric under ~+-+(a - 1) - c, since 
N,,,(k) = N,.,,- ,,--E(k, - k) 
whcrc kl is the constant Cy_,’ i. 
Proof ofLcmmu. It will bc convcnicnt to assume 3 < c < a - 4 in some of the estimates 
below. The GISCS c = 2. a - 3 of the lemma can be handled directly. Also, by Remark 2 we 
may clearly take c < +. So we will assume 3 G c < q from now on. 
Let e: Z/aZ + CL be a primitive character. For any cr~Z/aiZ, let u(u) = a/gcd(a, a) be 
the number of elements in the ideal (a) c Z/aZ. Consider the polynomial 
s-1 
n (1 - r(lu)T) = $+I - T”“‘)U& 
I=1 
From the left-hand side the coefficient of T’ in (6.5.1) is 
( -1)’ c N,,,(k).e(ku). 
k (mud n) 
The right-hand side of (6.5.1) is (letting u be shorthand for U(U)) 
(1 + T+ T2 +. . . + T”-‘)(I - T+‘, 
if u#j 






-- 1 i- (-I,!. uj 1 U li if u ( j 
(6.5.1) 
TOP 31:2-K 
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Thus for all a~h/aZ we have 
c N,.,(k)*e(ka) = (- l)t:J -c 
k (mod a) 
Taking the Fourier transform, we have 
N,.,(k) = ‘- c (- #:I --c 
a (1EL/crZ 
*e( -ak). 
Recall that u is a function of a. Since u(a) = 1 if and only if a EE 0 (mod a), we conclude that 
(6.5.2) 
It is well known that we can extend the definition of binomial coefficient to real values 
by the formula x = 
0 
l-(x + 1) 
B r(p + l)T(a - P + 1) 
for a 2 j 2 0, where I-(. * *) is the gamma 
function. For fixed z this function strictly increases with /I to its maximum at /? = fax, then 
strictly dccrcascs symmetrically. For fixed /I it strictly increases with a. Using these facts, 
0-l 
and bccausc c < - 
2 
and ~1 B 2. WC conclude that the right-hand side of (6.5.2) is 
so 




d c 0 C 




<C,.(o- 1)./W (6.5.3) 
a c 
where C, is a positive constant. 
a-l 
Let/,(a, c) be the right-hand side of (6.5.3). Recall that we have assumed 3 < c G -. 
2 
Calculus shows that for any fixed cr, j1 (a, c) is strictly decreasing for CE 0, I 
( 1 . So from 
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(where Ct is another positive constant). Since this can IX made arbitrarily small for large 
enough Q, independently of the values of c and k, we are done. I 
We will also need a related result. For any even integer Q 2 2 and any integer c, 
0 < c < u - 1. let M.,,(k) be the number of ways to choose a subset I E (2.4, . . . , 2a - 2}, 
111 = c, such that Iis I i 3 k (mod a). The notions of even and odd number extend to Z/uZ; 
clearly M,.,(k) = 0 if kEH/oh is odd. 
2 a-1 
LEMMA. M,,,(k) is asymptotic to ; 
( > 
c for large u whenever kE Z/uH is even, 
uniformly in c and k. 
More precisely, there is a constant c,, such that for any E > 0 there is an S such that for any 
c with co G c G u - 1 - co. for any even k, and for any u 2 S, 
Proof: Replace (65.1) with the formula 
where u(a) = u/gcd(a, 2a). Proceed as in the proof of the previous lemma. Note that here 
u takes the value I for two values of a, so that the main terms in the Fourier transform add 
. 
6.6. Proof of Proposition 6.4. As above, let s = f(p - 1). 
Caseofpr3(mod4):(2,4,6,...,p-3)={1,2,3,....s-I}modssincesisodd. 
so we can apply the first lemma of 6.5. For each t, the sets I c { 1,2, . . . , s - l} with 
c elements contribute 
N,,c( -[‘-“2”) 
to f(p, t) (defined at the end of (6.3.)). This contribution is 
1 s-l N- . 
( > * s c 
For any E > 0 there is an S such that for any s 2 S and any t we have 
.-I 
cc by the lemma 
C=O &-1 
= E. 
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(We may ignore the cases c = 0, 1, s - 2, s - 1 since for these c, 
S-l ( > C is negligible 
compared with 2-l.) 




Case ofp E 1 (mod 4): We apply the second lemma of (6.5), since s is even. For each c, the 
sets I E {Z, 4. . . . , p - 3), with c elements contribute 
tof(p, t). This contribution is 
c=r+2 or t+3 (mod4) 
c=l+Oor t+l (mod4) 
As in the previous case, we use the error estimate of the lemma to conclude 
/(p.fb;* c s-l 
OQcQs- 1 ( ) c . 
r-c+1 sOor (mod4) 
So the proposition is implied by the following 
LEMMA. For any fixed 1~ Z and me N (not necessurily even), 




Prooj: This follows in a straightforward way from two facts. 
(I) The basic theory of the binomial distribution [13, p. 623 says that for a, be[W, 
a m J- where the sum is over integers c, 0 < c < m, such that y + - 
2 
< c G y + q; further- 
more, the convergence is uniform in a and 6. 
(2)Takeao~R,q~R,y>0. LetJ(q)=Uj,z 
2j + 1 
ao+~,ao+y 1 Then 
JlT -& 
I 
,(o, e-I*‘* dx = ;. 
This is proved by calculus, using the fact that eex”* is uniformly continuous. I 
6.7. Remark. As we mentioned in the introduction, H’(T; FP) z fi’(r; F,) when 
i > N - (n - 1) = vcdr. So (6.3.3) shows that H’(T; IF,) grows faster than exponentially as 
a function of p whenever i is above the vcd. 
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